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We introduced in Turakaincn (1973) several families of multistochastic 
languages which are closely related to the homomorphic images of stochastic 
languages and to asynchronous stochastic sequential machines. This paper has 
two goals. One is to establish some new results on these language families and 
stochastic sequential transducers, and the other is to restate the main results 
of Turakainen (1973) by using a different approach based on some ideas of 
Ginsburg et al. (1969) concerning the interdependence of AFL  operations. 
1. PREI,IMINARIES 
We first repeat some basic definitions of Turakainen (1973). By X~ we 
denote an infinite set of symbols. Every alphabet will be a finite subset of it. 
A nmltistochastic automaton (msa) is an ordered quintuple A = (S, X, 
{M, I ie  IA}, ~,f),  where S = {s 1 ,..., s,,} is the set of states, X is an alphabet, 
• r is an 1 × n stochastic vector, f is an n × 1 vcctor consisting of 0's and l's 
only, IA is a finite set of symbols (indices), and each Mi is a mapping of 
X k9 {k} into the set of stochastic n × n matrices. 
l 'or each word P ~ X*, we first define 
~(P) - lub{TrM,l(yl)"" M,,(yr)f l  P Y, ""Yr,  3'J ~ X w {A} and i~- e Ia} 
and then q~(a) = max(Trf, 4;(h)), ~b(P) =-: ~(P) if P /- A, In this way we obtain 
a wordfunction q~: X*---~ [0, 1]. Let ~ be any real number such that 0 ~ r /<  1. 
The multistochastic language accepted by A with the cut-point 7? is the set 
L(A, 7) = {P E X* l 6(1') > *?}. 
Denote by A [ the number of elements in IA • We introduced in Turakainen 
(1973) the following languages families (E :-: identity matrix): 
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~.  =: [L L - L (A,  ~7) for some ~/ and A such that A.  = iand  
M~(A) --- E for ever); j e IA}; 
cZ~a :-= {L L = L(A ,  ~7) for some r/ and A such that A:~ • i} ;  
cS. a : {L L ..... L (A,  v) for some v and A such that i A ; : - : i and  
214~(A) is deterministic for every j e IA}; 
JW =: the union of all the families c~o., i - 1, 2,...; 
~a  = the union of all the families ~a,  i =- 1, 2,.... 
Consequently, coLP~ is the family of all stochastic languages. 
Let L be a language over X and let h be a homomorphism on X*. Then h 
is said to be A-limited on L if there is a number k > 0 such that the conditions 
PQR EL  and h(Q) = A always imply lg(Q) < k. 
We shall use the following notations: 
o~(~)  = {h(L) I L e c~ and h is a A-free homomorphism}; 
#(~_lirn(.~l) = {h(L ) !L  • c~ and h is A-limited onL}; 
~('a(~) = {h(L) ii. e -£a and h is a homomorphism}. 
In what follows, only the following easy results from Turakaincn (1973) are 
needed: 
(1) ~ is closed under inverse homomorphisms; 
(2) For every L 6 coLf there exist a stochastic language L 1 and a length- 
preserving homomorphism h such that L = h(L1); 
(3) For every L c £(/a there exist a stochastic language L 1 _C )(1" and a 
homomorphism h such thatL =- h(L1) and lg(h(x)) -<- 1 for all x e X1; 
(4) c~, and ~Cpa re closed under intersections with regular languages. 
2. INCLUSION RELATIONS 
We showed in Turakainen (1973) that ~ C c~ 2_C 5¢ _C .£P~a a C £W.~ a _C c~Aa -- 
cda. We prove now that, for any n, cow = cp~,,. Consequently, 
= c - -  
The question whether some of the remaining three inclusions are proper 
is open. 
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THrORE.~I 1. ~" ~a (n ~ 1,2,...). • " 7~d 
Proof. Since ~ C .ga~ C cl~a - =-.~a, we have to show that 5¢,a,a ~ ~ for every 
n. Therefore,  assume that L c .L/'~, a for a fixed n. Then L .... L(A,  rl) where 
.4 :.~ (S ,X ,{M 1 ,..., M,,},rr, f )  and the matrices M (A) are deterministic. 
This  implies that the set 
{E} u {M~,(A) -.. M,~(,x) l ,  > 0, 0 < i, ~ ,,} 
is finite. Denote its elements by N 1 ,. . . . .  V~ and define d I - -  (S, X, {;1,Ii~/. i, 
k = 1,.. . ,p; j : -  1,..., n}, rr, f ) ,  where M,j~(a) = E and, for every x ~_ X, 
M~jA.(x ) --- N~3lj(x) A: k . ThenL(A~,  rl) ~ c.5¢. and it is easy to see thatL(A~,  ~) 
equalsL orL  ..... {a}. By (4), this implies thatL  ~ 0~., which completes the proof. 
F rom the proofs of (2) and (3) and of the result cS.a - :  c~?.2a it follows, bv 
Theorem 1, that 
(5) L c: ~ if and only if it is obtained from a stochastic language bv 
erasing from its words the occurrences of two letters the matrices of which 
are determinist ic;  
(6) L ~ X~a if and only if it is obtained from a stochastic language by 
erasing from its words the occurrences of two letters such that the matrix of 
at least one of them is deterministic.  
3. HO3,IO3'IORPHIC CIIARACTERIZATIONS AND CLOSURF PROPERTIFS 
We prove tirst the following lemma. 
LF.XI.~IA 2. I f  L ~_ c~ and h is a length-preserving homomorphism, then 
h(L) E c~. lIence, t O, (2), ~ is closed under length-preserving komomorphisms. 
Proof. Let h: X* --~ Y* be a length-preserving homomorphism and L = 
L(A,  ~), where A .-: (S, X, M, rr, f ) .  Define ~{1 = : :  (SI ,  If, {:]~x X C X}, 771, fl}, 
where % (,'r, 0), k = ( f r ,  0)r, and for each pair x c X, 3' e Y, Mx(A) ..... E 
and 
L ~..I 1 .1  
M:,:(y) = [0 C] otherwise, 
where C - -  (1 .... , I) ~'. Clearly L(A1, 7) = h(L). Thus  h(L) E ,~.  
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THEOREM 3. ~ = ,gC(C~a) , .LP a = ,g(~(C~l). Ilence, .~a(~L~) is closed under 
(A-free) homomorphisms. 
Proof. By (2) and (3), it suffices to show that ~(c.LP~) C 5a and Jt°~'(C~l) C 5e~. 
Assume first thatL e -=~(~q°l) , i.e.,L h(L1) , whereL~ e ~ and h: X*--~ Y* 
is A-free. For every x -~ X, we now have h(x) : y~P~, where Yxe Y and 
P~ e Y*. Let X 1 : :  {2 ] xeX} be a new alphabet such that )(1 and Y are 
disjoint. Let hi: (Xl w Y)* -*  X* and he: (X~ w Y)* -7 Y* be the homo- 
morphisms 
h~(2) = x, hx(y ) --- A for all 2~ Xa, y ~ Y, 
hz(2) =-y~,  h~(y) =y for all x~X~,  y~Y.  
Then 
L :--- h(L1) .... h2(h-ll(Ll) ~ {2Px [ x ~ X}*). 
Since .L/~l is closed under inverse homomorphisms and under intersections 
with rcgular languages, it follows from Lemma 2 thatL ~ c~,. 
Assume finally that L E Jg'a(Sel), i.e., L = h(L1) , where L 1 ~ *-qF~t and 
h: X × --~ Y* is a homomorphism. Let c be a new symbol. Define hl(x ) -- c 
whenever h(x) =-: A, and hi(x) -h (x )  other~qse. Then, by the first part, 
hi(L1) ~ &,C This easily implies that h(L1) E c~a, because it is obtained from 
hi(L1) by erasing the occurrences of c. 
T]IEOm.:M 4. ~ =- ~ 'a - l im(~) .  Consequently, ~ is closed under A-limited 
homomorphisms. 
Proof. Since cS C_ j(.F(c~i) C ~aqim(2..1), it suffices to show that "Jfaqim(~) 67_ 
.~. Therefore, let L be a stochastic language over X and let h: X* -+ Y* be 
a homomorphism A-limited on L. Let hi: X* -7 X* be the homomorphism 
hl(x ) = x whenever h(x) -/: A, and hi(x) A otherwise. I f  hi(L) ~ c~, then 
also h(L) ~ c~, because it is obtained from ha(L ) by a A-free homomorphism. 
Consequently, it is sufficient to show that hi(L)~ ~.  Since hi clearly is 
A-limited on L, there is a number k such that if PQR eL  and hi(Q) ~ A, then 
lg(Q) < k. Let L :-  L(A, 71) , where A = (S, X, 21I, ~r, f) .  Let P1 ,..., P.~" be 
the words over X such that lg(P~) < k and hl(P~) :--- A (i = l,..., N). Consider 
the rosa A 1 = (S,)(1, {M~j ! i , j  == l,..., N}, 7r,f), where X 1 = {x e X I hi(x) ¢ A} 
and, for every pair i, j, '~ / i j (A)  = E and 
Mij(x) = "Y/(P~) M(x) M(P~) for every x E X x . 
Clea,'ly, hl(L ) equals L(A~,~]) or L(A~ , r / ) [  {A}, which implies that 
hi(L) e .~. 
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If L ~ Y and h is A-limited on it, then, by Theorem 3, we have h(L) = 
h(hl(L1)), where L 1 E ~ and hx is A-free. This implies that hh x is A-limited on 
L x . Consequently, hhx(Lx) ~ c~ which completes the proof. 
Let L _C X* be any language and let C be a finite set of new letters. By 
the C-extension of L we mean the language 
C(L) =: {P c (C u X)* P - Q1P~QAPz'.. P~Q,.x, r ~ O, QaQ., ". Q~.,~ -~ c '~ 
and P1P2 "" Pr aL}. 
Note that i ra eL ,  then C* C C(L). 
LEMMA 5. I f  L c ~'(.LPa), then C(L) ~ c£p(cja). 
Proof. I f / ,  =: L(A, ~) for A = (S, X, {11{/1 . . . .  , Mk} , 7r,.[), definc M~(c) :-:: E 
for everv . . . . .  c E C (i 1 .... , k). Then (S, X u C, {M~ ,~'14k~,rr, f )  accepts 
C(L). 
By using the above lemma we now prove the following theorem of 
Turakainen (1973). 
TIIEOREM 6. c~a(~) is closed under (a-free) regular substitutions. 
Proof. Let L C X* be any language and s any regular substitution 
defined on X. Denote s(x) = Rx (x ~ X)  where the regular languages R~ 
are defined over some alphabet Y. We may assume that X and Y are disjoint, 
because otherwise we can change the alphabet X. Let Y(L) be the Y-extension 
of L. Then 
where h(x) = A and h(y) = y for all x6  X, y E Y. If s is A-free, then h is 
~-limited on the above intersection. From Theorems 3 and 4 and Lemma 5 
it now follows, by (4), that the theorem holds. 
In Turakainen (1973) we proved that .£a is closed under inverse homo- 
morphisms. By using Lemma 5 we now show that the same holds for c~a. 
THEOREM 7. ~ and ..~a are closed under inverse homomorphisms. 
Proof. Let L (5 X* be any language and let h bc a homomorphism 
h: {Yx ,...,Y,,}* -7 XI*. We may assume that X 1 -- X. Denote h(yi) ---- Pi 
(i - -  1,..., n). Lct C = {q ,..., c,) be a set of new letters. Then 
h X(L) - -  h2(C(L) n {qP1 ..... c,P,}*), 
643/z7/t-6 
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where h2(ci) -= Yi and h.,(x) - - A for every x e X. Furthermore, h2 is A-limited 
on the intersection. As in the previous proof, we conclude that the theorem 
holds. 
TnEORr.~'! 8. ~a(~q~) is closed u,uler (h-free) a-transducers. 
Proof. Let M be an a-transducer, i.e., a sequential transducer with 
accepting states. By the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Ginsburg, Greibach and 
Hopcroft (1969, p. 5), we have M(L) = h2(h~1(L) n R), where R is a regular 
language and h 2 is A-free if M is so. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 9. Let GSM be a nondeterministic generalized sequential 
machine with accepting states. I f  L e ~( . iP) ,  then GSM-I (L)  e ~a(c~) and 
GSM(L)  e c~. I f  L e ~LP and GSM is A-free, then GSM(L)  e cs. 
We proved in Turakainen (1973) that c~o is closed under derivatives (with 
respect o words). For L ~ we obtain now the following result. 
THEOREM 10. ~qa is closed under left and right quotients with regular 
languages. 
Proof. It is possible to give a direct constructive proof, but we proceed as 
follows. By the proof of Corollary 2 in Ginsburg et al. (1969, p. 6) we have 
r~/R = C.SM~(h-'(L) c~ X*cR), 
R,L = GSM,~(h-*(L) n RcX*) (7) 
for some generalized sequential machines GSMI ,  GS.Me. The theorem 
follows now from Corollary 9. 
Remark. From the fact that ~ is closed under sum and derivatives 
(el. Turakainen (1973)) it follows that it is closed under quotients with finite 
languages. This is not true for c~ 1, since it is not closed under sum, (ef. Fliess 
(1971)). Namely, if L1 and L 2 arc stochastic languages uch that L 1 !-L., is 
not stochastic and if x, y are distinct letters, then the language L -= xL I + yLo_ 
is in c.LP 1(because x\L and y\L  are in eL1) but {x, y}\L -- L x + L.z ~ coLP~. 
Tm.:OREM 11. I f  L 1 n L 2 e ~ whenever L x , L,z e ~ , then ooq' is closed under 
intersection and product. I f  L 1 n L,, e c~a whenever L1 , L 2 e c~ x, then cj, a is 
closed under intersection, product, and quotients with any language of c.iPa. 
Consequently, if c~ is closed under intersection, then the same hohts for .LP a. 
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Pro@ Let L' ~ X1 ~ and L" ~ Xz ~ be any languages of c~.. Then L' =- 
hi(L1) , where L 1 e c f  1 and h is a A-free homomorphism. Now we have 
L' n L" ---- hi(L~) n L" .-: hx(t. x n h[X(L")). 
By Theorem 7, we have h~l(L ") e.LY. Thus h[~(L ") -- hz(L2) for some sto- 
chastic language 1.., and some A-free homomorphism h2 • The above identity 
gets now the following form: 
L' O L" ~ hl(L ~ n h2(Lz) = hx(h2(h~l(La) o L2) ). 
Here h~a(L~) ~ ~,  because c~ 1is closed under inverse homomorphisms. The 
result L' n L" e ode. follows now from the assumption and from Theorem 3. 
For the product, we have 
L'L ..... h[(L'cX~ ~) n (X~*cL")], 
where c ¢ .k" 1 w X 2 , h(c) .... A and h(x) --= x for every x e X x to X z . It is easy 
to prove that L'cXz* and XI*cL" are in c~ [this has been done in Turakainen 
(1973)]. The resultL'L" ~ ~ follows now from the first part and from the fact 
that h is A-limited on the above intersection. 
Let is now consider 5¢ a. Product and intersection are treated as above. 
For quotients we use the fact that the equations (7) in the proof of Theorem 10 
hold for any language R. If L, R ~ cSa, then h-l(L), X*cR and ReX* are in 
~oa. From the result concerning intersection it now fi)llows that L/R and R tL 
are in ~qoa. 
Remark. Knast 0972) has introduced a stochastic generalization of the 
3 grammars of Chomskv. One of the corresponding language families is C~'st, 
the family of finite-state probabilistic languages. He says that this family is 
closed under regular substitutions, um, intersection, and complementation. 
3 This implies that Si4 '~ ~ ..gF. st , because ~° 1 C ~q°~t and ff/~ = ~/'~(~9q). Instead 
of constant cur-points he uses the so-called probabilistic characteristic 
relations. I f  only constant cut-points are used, then [by two theorems of 
Knast (1972)] the corresponding family seems to equal c~a,~. Unfortunately, 
we were unable to follow some of the proofs in Knast (1972). 
4. CONTROL LANGUAGES 
In what f l) l lows, we  consider multistochastic automata of the form 
..t = (S,F(Y) ,  {Me I PeF(X)}  , ~r,f), 
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where the alphabet F(Y)  is a finite set of words over Y. In the same way, 
F(X) is a finite set of words over X. Hence, every Me is a mapping o fF (Y )  
into the set of stochastic n × n matrices, where n is the number of states. If  
A ¢F(Y),  then Me is not defined for A. Now L(A, 7) is a language over the 
alphabet F(Y), but we can and we shall consider it over the alphabet Y. 
Then we see that L(A, 7) is a homomorphic image of a language L in £~'. 
Furthermore, if A CF(Y), then the homomorphism is A-free. Consequently, 
we have 
COROLLARY 12. Let A : = ( S, F(Y), {Me i P • F(X)}, rr, f).  Then L(A, ~7) ~ ~.  
I f  A CF(Y), then L(A, "1) E c.97.. 
Let .4 be as above, and let L,  C_ X*. Then we define 
L(A,L~, r/) =(Q ~ Y* ] ~rMe,(Q1) "'" M~,(Q~)f > ~ for some words P, cF(X), 
Q i 6 F( Y) such that Pt "'" Pr ~ Lc and Ql "'" Qr ---: Q} w La , 
where L a = {A} if A eL ,  and rrf > 7~, and La --: • otherwise. We say that L e 
is the control anguage of A. If A ~ F(X), then L~ cannot control the use of IV/a. 
The families ~qoa nd c~ are obtained by always choosingL e = X* (orF(X)*),  
because L(A, ~)= L(A, X*, ~7). We may now ask what happens if, for 
intance, L,  is allowed to be any regular language. 
" "X  :*: THEOREM 13.LetA = (S, Y, {M x i x•X},  rr,f).LetL c= xit "'" xlk(x q ~.) 
where k, s ~ 0 and xi ~ X, and let i(Lc) be the language consisting of all initial 
subwords of Lc . Then L( A, Lc , 7) and L( A, i(L~), ~) are stochastic languages. 
Proof. I f  s = 0, then the languages are finite. For s ~> 0 the pair (A, i(Lc)) 
is a special case of a time-variant probabilistic automaton of Turakainen 
(1966). It follows from Lemma 2 of Turakainen (1966) that L(A, i(Lc), ~) 
is a stochastic language. The same holds for L(A, L , ,  ~7), because it equals the 
language L(A, i(Lc), ~7) c~ X~(XO *. 
THEOREM 14. Let A =: (S, F(Y), {M e I P • F (X)L  , ,  f) .  Then 
L( A, Lc , 7) ~ c~a f°r every regular language L c , and L( A, Lc , O) ~ c~a whenever 
Lce ~a. I f  A (~ F(Y), then L(A, L, , 7) ~ .~ for every regular language L, , and 
L(A, L, , O) • .~ whenever L, E .oq'. I f  L, is regular, then also L(A, L, , O) L, so. 
This theorem can be proved constructively, but it follows also from the 
proof of the following result. 
TH~OI~.M 15. I f  L 1 n L,, -~ .Lf for every pair Lx , L~ E ~x, then L( A, Lc , ~7) ~ £f 
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whenever L~ ~ ~ and A 4 F(Y).  If L 1 (~ L 2 E ~ for every pair L1, L, ~ Y'x , 
then L(A, L c , ~7) ~ c~a whenever L~ ~ ~a. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, wc may assume that F (Y )  = 1/1 for an alphabet Y1. 
Let F(X) = {P~ ..... Pk}, and let q ,..., ck be new letters. Define h(ci) --- P~ 
(i 1 .... ,k).  Then  
L(/t, Lc, 7)) --= L(~-~x , h X(Lc) , ~), 
where A t = (S, Yt ,  (..V/+, i i :: 1 ..... k},rr, f )  and M+,(y)- :V l , , , (y)  for 
every y ~ Yx • For  each letter y + Yt,  we take k new letters yIe+), i - 1,..., k. 
Let  Yz be the alphabet thus obtained, and let A m = (S, Y2, M, rr, f )  be a 
stochastic automaton such that . l l (y Ic+)) : Mc+(y ) for every y(++) ~ Y._,. Let s 
be the A-free regular substitut ion 
s(c~) = {y(") [), ~ Y1} (i = l ..... k), 
and let h 1 be the A-free homomorph ism for which hl(y (cO) -. y. It can now 
be verified that 
L(A, L~ , -,7) : L(A~ , t,-'(L,), ~) .= h,[L(A.z , ",7) n s(h-l(Lc))]. 
Theorem 15 follows now from Theorems 3, 6, 7, and 1 I. 
I f  L ,  is a regular language, then also s(k-t(L~)) is so. I f  V - 0, then L(.//.,, *7) 
is regular. F rom Theorems 3, 6, 7, and from (4) it follows that Theorem 14 
holds. 
5. STOCHASTIC SEQUENTIAL TRANSDUCERS 
We first generalize tile notions of a sequential transducer and of an 
asynchronous tochastic sequential machine by introducing the following. 
DEFINITION. A stochastic sequential transducer is an ordered quintuple 
ST  - (S ,F (X) ,F (Y ) ,  M, w,f),  where S', F(X), ~, f are defined as before, 
and M is a mapping of F(X) × F (Y )  into the set of nonnegative n × n 
matrices such that, for every P ~F(X),  ~.o M(P  : Q) is a stochastic matrix 
where the sum is taken over all words Q ~F(Y) .  
Let 0 =< "q < 1. Then  ST can be considered as a transducer which maps 
every L I _C X* to the language L(ST, L 1 , ~) defined as follows: 
L (ST ,  Iq ,  r;) = {Q ~ Y* ~. ~rM(P x I QI) "'" M(Pr [ Qr)f > -,7 for some words 
P, ~ F(X), Q,: ~F(Y)  such that Q == Q1 ""Qr  and 
/)1 "" Pr  ~ Lx} U L a 
where La = {A} if A ~ L 1 and rrf > ~, and L,  - qb otherwise. 
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We denote by Sgsat he family of all languages of the form L(ST, X*, ~/). 
If, in addition, A is not allowed in F(Y), then the resulting subfamily of ca°a t 
is denoted by ~,,-t • 
Asynchronous tochastic sequential machines are obtained as a special 
Case where F(X) = X. The corresponding language families are denoted by 
~m and ~qa $m ° 
We considered in Turakainen (1973) asynchronous tochastic sequential 
machines where the final vectors f were allowed to be any column vectors. 
We proved that in this case the resulting language families are c~, and cpa. 
We prove now that 
"~ = ~sm = ~st and .L~,a = C~asm = "L~s~" 
This implies that the family of regular probabilistic languages of Santos (1973) 
equals the family of all A-free languages of ~ .  Furthermore, the bounded 
weak-regular andom functions of Santos (1972) define, by means of cut- 
points, a language family which is equal to La~. 
THEOREM 16. For every stochastic sequential transducer ST  there exists a 
multistochastic automaton A such that L(ST, L 1 , 7) - - L(A, L 1 , 7) for any 
language L 1 and any cut-point "7. Conversely, for every msa A there exists a 
' 1 stochastic sequential transducer ST  such that L(A, L1, 7) : L(ST, s(h- (L1)), 7) 
for an), L 1 and 7, where h is a homomorphism and s is a finite A-free substitution. 
Proof. Let ST- - (S ,F (X) ,F (Y ) ,M,~r , f ) .  We construct a multi- 
stochastic automaton A = (S1,F(Y),  {Me~:P~F(X)}, ~h,fl) such that 
rr~ = (~r, 0), f l  = ( f r ,  0)r and, for each pair P6F(X) ,  Q6F(Y) ,  
[M(P I Q) CI] 
M.(Q)  = t 0 ' 
where C is a nonnegative column vector determined by the fact that Mp(Q) 
must be a stochastic matrix. The construction is possible, because the row 
sums in M(P]Q)  do not exceed 1. For any words Pi eF(X), QIeF(Y) ,  
we now have 
7rlM~(Q1)... lVl~,(Qr)f 1 = 7rM(Px I Q1) "'" M(Pr I Q~)f. 
Conscqucntly, L(A, LI , 7) = L(ST, L1, ~7) for any L 1 and B. 
Conversely, let A =: (S,F(Y),  {~Wv]P6F(X)}, rr f )  be an arbitrary msa. 
For each pair P ~F(X), Q ~F(Y), we choose a new letter, which we denote by 
(P,Q). Thcn we construct an asynchronous tochastic sequential machine 
ST  = (S, {(P, Q) ] P ~F(X), Q ~F(Y)),F(Y),  M, rr, f) ,  
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where, for cvcry (P, (.)) and Q' c~ F(Y), 
i¢ 0 '=9,  
M((P ,O) 'Q ' )  = !0//P(~)otherwise. 
Now it can be verified that L(A,Lt,  ~):-:: L(ST, s(h-t(L1)), ~), where 
h: {Ce P~F(X)}*--~ F(X)* is the homomorphism h(ce) ~ P (cp's are new 
letters) and s is the finite A-free substitution s(ce) = {(P, O) ]Q ~ F(Y)}. This 
completes the proof. 
By the above proof, we now have 
c, a =.~¢'a _ ~a COROLLARY 17. ~s~, = ~t  -: S~., c~sm st " '" • 
Remark. From the proof of the first part of Theorem 16 it follows that 
Theorems 14 and 15 hold also for stochastic sequential transducers, i.e., 
3 can be replaced by $7' in there theorems. 
For any ST=(S ,F (X) ,F (Y ) ,M,~r , f )  and any language LC_Y*, 
we define 
ST '(L, ~) = {P~F(X) ~ rr:V/(P~ i Q,) "" M(P~ !Q,.)f > n for some words 
Pi ~F(X),  ()~ ~.F(Y) such that P - -P~ .-. P~ and 
Q,"  Or ~ L} ~3 L>., 
whereL a .... {A} if,'rf ;> U and A eL ;  otherwiseL a = ~. 
'I'IwOREXI 18. l f  L is a regular language, then ST-I(L,O) is regular and 
ST l(L, ~) c ~ or cf depending on whether or not A eF( X). ST-I(L,O) ~ .C~°a(~f ') 
whenez:er L ~ cd'~ (L ~ S¢. and A ~ F(X)). 
Proof. Construct A (S I ,F (Y) ,{Mp]PeF(X)} ,~q, f l )  from ST  in 
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 16. Then define A 1 :-: (S 1 , F(X), 
{Mo' Q ~_ F(Y)}, ~r~, f~), where, for cach pair Q ~ F(Y), P eF(X), Mo'(P)= 
Mp(Q). Now we haveL(Ax, L, ~) --:: ST X(L, W), whence the thcorem follows, 
by Theorcm 14. 
By choosing ~7 0 we obtain Theorem 8 and Corollary 9 from Theorem 14 
(see the previous Remark) and Theorcm 18. 
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